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Essential Question:

How are teens (and the rest of 
us) susceptible to and 
affected by information 

pollution, especially on social 
media – and what can we do 

about it?



Learning Targets for today:
Participants will... 
1. Understand more about the mental health 

challenges facing today’s teens, and how 
their mental health is affected by information 
pollution in general, and how it is promoted 
by social media use (SMU) in specific

2. Understand why all of us are so susceptible
to .information pollution

3. Develop ideas about how to control for the 
cognitive biases that make us most 
susceptible to information pollution.



What’s the problem?  Teen Mental Health



Other studies on youth

2023 CDC Youth Risk Behavior Study: 
60% of HS girls suffer persistent 
sadness and hopelessness; nearly 25% 
have made suicide plan; girls more at 
risk then boys; teens with a liberal 
point of view are more at risk (Politics 
of Depression, 2023)

Covid had a minimal effect



Other studies on youth
Erik Erikson: early to late adolescence is 
when we stake our identity through our 
evolving interests, competence, and group 
affiliation

Now this fashioning of self, and the 
granting of it, is done largely online, as is 
finding a place to belong.

All of us package a self for public 
consumption; this cuts into offline 
socialization; popularity and identity granting 
is quantified

Corporations are exploiting children 
and information about them through 
triggering content and targeted ads, etc. 
(Social Dilemma)

-Let’s acknowledge misogyny, sexual 
violence, political dysfunction, existential 
dread, but studies show these are not the 
most explanatory factors



What’s the primary cause of the problem?  
SMU
• Jonathan Haidt, Kids in Space; Jean 

Twenge iGen
• 55 studies vs. 11 find a significant 

correlation between SMU and anxiety, 
depression and poor mental health

• 2012 mental health starts going south
• 2012 Facebook buys Instagram
• 2012 selfie enters common parlance
• From 2009-14: just over 50% of 8th

graders report nearly daily SMU to 
over 80%



Social Media (SMU) as a source of information 
pollution, designed to propagate info pollution
• Neil Postman’s Amusing 

Ourselves to Death (1985): we 
have begun a “vast descent into 
triviality” and ”we will lose the 
distinction that informs all others 
– of fact versus fiction.”

• Sherry Turkle’s Second Self 
(1984): online environments 
allow us to create alternate selves 
and “alternate fact-based” 
realities



Social Media (SMU) as a source of information 
pollution, designed to propagate info pollution
• Megan Garber in the March 2023 

issue of The Atlantic: “Instagram 
users . . . post their own touched 
up, filtered story for others to 
consume . . . Even the less 
photogenic Twitter invites users 
to enter an alternate realm.”

• Basically: Online, everyone is 
lying, or at least mis-representing 
– it’s information pollution, 
people!



“Today, are you going to get 
better or are you going to 
get worse?”
– Coach “One Arm” Willie 
Stewart

We CAN get better, and we CAN help 
young people get better at critical 
reading and controlling for fake news; we 
can help them have a more accurate 
world view and achieve better mental 
health but only if we pay mindful 
attention over time . . . 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jeff - in order to get better we have to pay mindful attention and engage in deliberate practice with some specific tools of awareness and conteol



Presenter
Presentation Notes
First off, teach with intent for big goals and plan to get after them over and over over time.





What’s the way forward? 

“A fact-based worldview is 
more useful for navigating 
life, just like an accurate 
GPS is more useful for 
finding your way in the 
city.” 
- Hans Rosling, 
Factfulness, p. 255
But HOW?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DO WE WANT TO BE OUR MOST COMPETENT, ETHICAL, PRACTICAL AND USEFUL SELF?



Types of Information Pollution: Naming and Knowing



News literacy in practice

The News Literacy Project uses five primary standards to define 
the core competencies students need to be news-literate.
• Standard 1: Students distinguish news from other types of 

information and can recognize both traditional and nontraditional 
ads.

• Standard 2: Students acknowledge the importance of the First 
Amendment in American democracy and a free press to an 
informed public.

• Standard 3: Students understand the standards of quality 
journalism and can use them to identify credible information and 
sources.

• Standard 4: Students demonstrate increased critical habits of 
mind, including effective verification skills and the ability to detect 
misinformation and faulty evidence.

• Standard 5: Students express a sense of responsibility for the 
information they share and feel more empowered to be civically 
engaged.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But, want to point out misinformation is only one part of news literacy. We at NLP have identified five standards that make up the content, skills and dispositions necessary to be news literate.Five standards. These standards invoke a combination of knowledge, skills and mindsets that are required to recognize credible information, avoid being exploited by misinformation and make informed, empowered choices.Standard 4: Students demonstrate increased critical habits of mind, including effective verification skills and the ability to detect misinformation and faulty evidence.



We need News Literacy, including ways to 
identify and control for information pollution



We need News Literacy, including ways to 
identify and control for information pollution



We need News Literacy, including ways to 
identify and control for information pollution



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jeff



Challenges for citizens, teachers AND learners

1) Recognizing and controlling our own 
cognitive biases - and understanding 
that EVERYONE IS SUSCEPTIBLE to 
confirmation bias, availability bias, 
over-dramatization bias, binary bias, 
affiliation/identity biases, and much 
more

2) Misconstruction of how knowledge is 
constituted, what evidence needs to 
be, how it is constituted, and no 
practice with how to evaluate and use 
evidence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2a) Why? The prevalence of text based arguments where evidence is available in the text and isn’t under dispute - and the use of textbooks which imply that all disputes have been settled, and an authoritative, static view of knowledge implicitly promoted in many school situations.



An important starting point: 
Know your own mind 
or be manipulated!

When Jeff was growing up in rural Ohio there was a county 

highway near his home with a series of Burma Shave signs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most approaches don’t take into account our shared biases and how these are implicated in the effectiveness of fake news.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fast thinking is not thinking but automatic instinct and reflex from the bottom of the brain stem



Why do we ALL believe and spread 
information pollution?

∙ cognitive and memory limitations, including deeply 

embedded cognitive biases 

∙ pre-existing commitments, beliefs and identities

∙ directed motivations to defend or support our 

identity and group affiliations 

∙ messages from other people, usually close to us and 

exercising influence on us, and the views of 

prominent influencers and political elites 

∙ Anxiety + high-stakes information that matters to us

(Nyhan & Reifler, 2010)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The addictiveness of cell phones and social media - MRI research at Tufts



The Power of Untruthful Information 
Pollution – and Repetition of it . . . 

We are programmed to believe 
everything we see and hear . . .

We have a primordial brain in a 
modern world . . . 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You see a fish, you grab it! You see a grizzly bear, you run!



Availability bias activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commercial airlines – average is 1 a year since 2003;  For automobiles since 1960 we average over 40,000 a year



Learning about cognitive bias

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internal persuasion vs. authoritative imposing



Confirmation bias activity 



Confirmation bias





Confirmation Bias: Think of an example of 
confirmation bias you’ve experienced or 
observed?



Student generated images about bias



Activity: True or false?

• Tigers eat people.

• Mosquitoes transmit the West 
Nile Virus.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the things we do is to find ways to show students that they only see extremes. Using examples that fit a unit, like these for a personal health unit, make it a twofer.



Overdramatization biases: The Gap Instinct: 
Reality exists on a continuum, not on extremes.
• Tigers eat people.
It is the very rare and only a very 
weak tiger who might eat a human.
(Maneaters of Kumaon, Corbett)

• Mosquitoes transmit the West Nile 
Virus.

Only 2-20% of mosquitoes are 
carriers in areas where there is West 
Nile. Only .0002% of people bitten by 
a carrier have the disease 
transmitted to them.
(NIH)



A Critical Context: Use Guided inquiry which looks 
at all perspectives and interrogates our own biased 
perspectives

“When we must decide between 
believing the facts or belonging, 
belonging always wins.”
-Zeynep Tufecki

“Truth was never bested by a bad 
argument, unless all the 
arguments were not made.”
-John Milton

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These little activities are powerful in and of themselves, but their power is multiplied by degrees of magnitude when they are embedded in an ongoing inquiry into important topics and issues that matter to students. The way to address tribal affiliations is to frame curriculum with essential questions about which there are multiple sustainable positions and you must decide where to stand based on evidentiary merit



Dr. Wilhelm Slide

• Through guided inquiry addressing important or required topics and strategies

• Embed instruction in media/news literacy, evidence and reasoning, positioning and point 
of view, cognitive bias and control, rules of notice, critical lenses in such units

LOTS OF DELIBERATE

PRACTICE!!  TWO-FERS

PEOPLE! MAKE THE 

CONNECTIONS!







Building Expertise Through Disciplinary Literacies in a 
context of use: situated, integrated cognition  

Content

Processes of 
Critical 

Literacy, 
Reading, Math, 

Science, etc.  

Language

Language

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tie to science of reading and the multi-facets of the learning process, context of use, problem of back to basics formulatiions . . .  and directed informational teachingAuthoritative vs. Internally persuasive



Ericsson on how to 
achieve expertise

1. a mental model: a highly 
conscious and articulated 
representation of  a task and 
how to complete it

2. deliberate practice: mindful 
focused practice aligned with 
“correspondence concept”



Practice makes Perfect . . . 
NOT!- Practice makes PERMANENT

So, you better be darn careful what you 
practice and how you practice . . . 
We must deliberately practice in ways 
that lead us towards expertise, that use 
the mental models of experts, that move 
us down the correspondence concept
continuum.



Consider this . . . 

What is one thing you could do to help 
yourself and help young people recognize 
and control for availability, confirmation or 
overdramatization biases?



So What Can We DO? Ways to identify and Control 
for Information Pollution – that support mental 
health and more accurate worldview
The answer is instruction. All solutions 
to all problems require instruction and 
deliberate practice!

Including 
1) instruction and practice to support 
self-study of our minds and biases

2) Instruction and practice to develop 
student’s capacity for identifying and 
interrogating information pollution and 
developing thoughtful and defensible 
claims 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jeff: Let’s face it: in the current climate, we need to be careful and to protect ourselves.  We need to integrate democracy building instruction into what is clearly understood that we already have to do. No one is going to be upset by an English teacher teaching close reading or POV, or by a social studies teacher helping students to look at the origins of primary source materials, or by a science teacher encouraging students to critically evaluate the evidence to support scientific models.  Recognizing the connection between expert knowledge in our subject areas and the new knowledge that students need to understand the new kinds of texts they encounter daily means that we have the time we need to pursue this instruction since these new strategies become part of what we already do. And this recognition means also that we are offered a safe space to do this work.



Understanding Unreliable Narrators- in 
literature and in life . . . 
• Understanding Irony
1. Reject the surface meaning
2. Decide what is not under dispute in the 

text/utterance, i.e. what we can believe and 
accept

3. Apply knowledge of the world to generate a 
reconstructed meaning of what is under 
dispute, and if possible check what you think 
against knowledge of the author  (Smith, 
1989)

TIP OFFS OF IRONIC DISCOURSE

*A straightforward warning that we might need to read carefully or that 

we shouldn’t believe everything we read

*A speaker in the text proclaims a known error (thereby distancing the 

author from the speaker  e.g. “since the sun revolves around the earth . 

. .”

*There is a conflict between what characters think or say

*There is a conflict of belief between characters, or a character believes 

something we find hard to justify (e.g. that we should eat babies to solve 

the population problem – Swift’s “A Modest Proposal”)

*There is a clash of style- some information is presented in a different 

way stylistically   (from Wayne Booth, Rhetoric of Irony)



Understanding Unreliable Narrators- in 
literature and in life . . . 

• Understanding Unreliable narrators
1. Is the narrator too self-interested to be reliable?
2. Is the narrator sufficiently experienced to be reliable?
3. Is the narrator sufficiently knowledgeable to be 

reliable?
4. Is the narrator sufficiently moral to be reliable?
5. Is the narrator too emotional to be reliable?
6. Are the narrator’s actions too inconsistent with his or 

her words to make him or her reliable?  (Smith, 1991, 
16)

Once the narrator has been determined to be unreliable, 
readers go through a similar process to reconstructing 
ironic subtextual meaning.  They must then check the 
facts of the situation and decide what is under dispute, 
and then apply their knowledge of the world to figure out 
what must really have happened or what the facts really 
must be (Smith, 1991).



The COR (Civic Online Reasoning) Questions, 
Sam Wineburg and SHEG
Who is behind this information? 
(and how reliable and credible are 
they?)
What’s the provided evidence?
(and how strong and authoritative 
is it?)
What do other sources say? (is the 
position supported by lateral 
reading?)





DELIBERATELY PRACTICE THE MENTAL MODELS! 
Elvis is the greatest singer of all time! (claim)

He has sold more records 
than any other performer!
His movies are still shown on 
TLC!
He had a unique combination 
of charisma and talent.
(assess the evidence)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unit on what makes art great? Mental model of argument - CDW   mental model for claim: debatable, defensible, interesting and significant (PMI), mental model of evidence: safe and warrantable plus the elements of the semantic scale . . . 



One big insight about arguments:

They have to build on 
a solid foundation of 
“safe” and “checkable” 
evidence:
You should retire to 
Boise:
It’s a great place to live 
vs. 
It’s high desert

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jeff? - Text based argument don’t give kids practice in evaluating evidence . . . 



One worry about and one benefit of text-based 
arguments:

Evidence isn’t 
under dispute.

You must 
reason from the 
evidence.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So students don’t get the practice they need evaluating evidence.Text based arguments are good because you have to reason from the evidence BUT text based arguments suggest that it is easy to find or generate unproblematic dataBut on the internet it is even more complicated – we have to have a mental model for evaluating evidence and the research that is used as the foundation of evidence.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text based arguments don’t help kids carefully consider evidence





Presenter
Presentation Notes
THERE ARE TIME-HONORED METHODS FOR CONSTITUTING AND VERIFYING AND REVISING KNOWLEDGE



The News Literacy ProjectThe News Literacy Project



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Michael’s story: I’VE DONE MY RESEARCH!  Let’s develop some respect for how knowledge is constituted.



All facts are not created equal- 5 questions for 
evaluating research and “research” based 
evidence

Who is doing the study? (authoritative source? Conflicts of interest?)
Who are the participants? (underrepresentation of women, elderly, BIPOC, 
different education levels?)
What causes what? (correlation is not causation)
What instruments were used and are they biased or credible? (Republican pre-
election survey: “‘Who do you trust more to protect America from foreign and 
domestic threats?’ and offers choices of (a) President Trump or (b) a corrupt 
Democrat.”)
Can I reason from a single story? (only if done deliberately, and after considering 
if there might be different stories and perspectives that are being ignored - if you 
have exercised your sociological imagination)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Achidi Chimanda –



5 Key Questions: Evaluating Research and 
evidence from “research”

Question 1: Who’s doing the 
study?
Question 2: Who are the 
participants?
Question 3: What causes what?
Question 4: What instruments are 
used?
Question 5: Can I reason from a 
single story?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a mental model for evaluating “research”. Let’s apply this mental model to a tweet.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s apply this mental model to a tweet.What we want to notice is that Shampoo is misspelled, undermining the authority of the poster.  Not a random sample, but the HairLife Squad.  Give kids practice applying the questions to a a variety of texts gives them deliberate practice.



Illeism to gain perspective and context
• Igor Grossman: Wise reasoning is made 
of reflective “metacognitive components” 
– including intellectual humility, 
acknowledgement of others’ viewpoints 
and the limitations of one’s own, 
categorical tentativeness, a search for 
compromise . . . 
• By switching to the third person, 
our descriptions of a situation will 
start to sound as if we are talking 
about someone else rather than 
ourselves. This sense of detachment 
allows us to see the bigger picture, 
rather than getting caught up in our 
own feelings.



Illeism used to gain perspective and context
This is exactly what Grossman and 
Kross found in their studies: 
They showed that people employing 
illeism to talk about their positions, 
experiences, and problems showed 
greater intellectual humility, greater 
capacity to recognize others’ 
perspectives, and a willingness to 
reach compromise – increasing their 
overall “wise reasoning” scores, 
reducing anxiety about themselves 
and individual circumstances, etc.



What if? An exercise in social imagination 

•You lived in the 19th Century?
•Were African American (or 
another race)?
•Had grown up in different, 
e.g. more impoverished 
circumstances?
•Had grown up without access 
to school?
•Had a loved one denied life-
necessary medical care?



Use 
ALLSIDES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check that you are using sources that do not confirm your biases



Major Takeaways
Teach how to notice information 
pollution every day in all life 
circumstances, and every class at 
every grade level
Teach a user’s manual for the mind 
and all its faults and how to control 
for these
Teach in the context of units and 
lessons you already teach – or in the 
context of life situations that come 
up
Teach through guided inquiry to 
teach the WHY and the HOW, and 
connect learners’ lived experience to 
curricular content
Teach source and evidence 
evaluation – in all that we do . . .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Michael
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Presentation Notes
Michael
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Planning Powerful Instruction
7 Must-Make Moves to Transform How We 
Teach--and How Students Learn
Jeffrey D. Wilhelm, Jackie Miller, Chris Butts, Adam 
Fachler, Rachel Bear

Your go-to guides for transforming student 
outcomes through stellar instructional planning. The 
7-step framework—the EMPOWER model—gives 
you techniques proven to help students develop true 
insight and understanding.

Order your copy & save 

30%
PROMO CODE
WEBINARS23

at corwin.com/
literacy
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